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The Anterior Portion of the Bilateral Temporal
Lobes Participates in Music Perception: A
Positron Emission Tomography Study
Masayuki Satoh, Katsuhiko Takeda, Ken Nagata, Jun Hatazawa, and Shigeki Kuzuhara

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The mechanism underlying the perception of music has
been the subject of study for many years. We investigated the role of the anterior portion of the
temporal lobes in the perception of music in nonmusicians by use of positron emission
tomography (PET).
METHODS: We used the subtraction technique for PET to investigate the role of the anterior
portion of the bilateral temporal lobes in music perception. Nonmusicians performed two kinds
of musical tasks: harmony listening and soprano part listening.
RESULTS: During the harmony-listening task, the anterior portion of the temporal lobes,
cingulate gyri, and cerebellum were bilaterally activated. During the soprano part–listening
task, the bilateral superior parietal lobules, and the right precuneus were significantly activated.
CONCLUSION: The anterior portion of the bilateral temporal lobes is vital in the discrimination of melodies and chords. Differences between activated brain regions exist between
musicians and nonmusicians when listening to a particular vocal part of a musical phrase.
The mechanism underlying the perception of music
has been the subject of study for many years. The
literature on brain dysfunction includes cases of patients who lost musical ability because of a condition
known as amusia (1). Several reports have suggested
that the temporal lobe plays an important role in the
perception of music: impairment of the left temporal
lobe results in the disturbance of reading musical
scores; that is, musical alexia (2). The right temporal
lobe has been found to be important in the recognition of timbre (3), and the bilateral temporal lobes
have been shown to be involved in the discrimination
between familiar and unfamiliar melodies (4). These
studies, however, have a number of problems: first,
because of artifacts from the pyramidal bones or
teeth, many reports failed to characterize the lesions
of the temporal lobes in detail. Second, there have
been few reports of “pure” amusia. Most amusical
patients report accompanying neuropsychological
deficits, such as aphasia or apraxia. Thus, in such

cases, it is difficult to determine which symptoms are
caused solely by amusia. Other studies that have attempted to clarify the mechanism of music perception
in the temporal lobes were performed with epileptic
patients with unilateral temporal lobectomy. Results
of the assessment of musical capacity revealed that
right temporal lobectomy affected the discrimination
of timbre and of unfamiliar tonal sequences (5–7) and
the memory of unfamiliar melodies (8). Patients
whose lesions included the posterior part of the right
superior temporal gyrus showed more severe disturbances in the perception of pitch and rhythm than did
those whose lesions included only the anterior part of
that gyrus (9). Judging from the literature on amusic
and lobectomized patients, we may infer that the temporal lobe is important for the perception of music. Still
unknown, however, is which regions in the temporal
lobes play important roles in music perception.
From the results of a previous positron emission
tomography (PET) activation study in musicians, we
suggest that the anterior portion of the temporal
lobes are vital in music perception (10). In this study,
we examined music students while they listened to the
harmony as a whole (harmony-listening task) and to
the alto part of the same piece of music (alto part–
listening task) (10). Using the subtraction technique
for PET, we compared the brain regions activated
during both tasks. The harmony-listening task was
associated with bilateral increases of regional cerebral
blood flow (rCBF) in the anterior portion of the
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bilateral temporal lobes, mainly in the bilateral temporal poles. The alto part–listening task was associated with increases of rCBF in the bilateral superior
parietal lobules, precunei, premotor areas, and orbital frontal cortices.
In the present study, using the similar musical tasks
as those of our previous PET study for musicians, we
investigated the mechanism of perception of music in
nonmusicians. Activated brain regions were investigated when nonmusicians listened to a harmony as a
whole. We also compared the differences in brain
regions between musicians and nonmusicians who
participated in listening to a certain vocal part of the
harmony.

Methods
Subjects
Eleven right-handed male volunteers (age range, 20 –30
years; mean age, 21.2 years) participated in the study. All
subjects were students at the School of Engineering and Mining, Akita University. None had received formal education or
private lessons in music or had any signs or history of neurologic, cardiovascular, or psychiatric disease. All subjects gave
written informed consent after the purpose and the procedures
of the examination had been fully explained to them. The study
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Research Institute for Brain and Blood Vessels, Akita, Japan. All experiments
were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Task Procedures
In music theory, chords are classified roughly into two
groups: consonance and dissonance. Consonance is defined as
the harmonious sounding of two or more notes together (11).
Dissonance refers to two or more notes sounding together and
forming an unstable sound (11). The melody can be subdivided
into phrases, or subdivisions, of a melodic line (11). The stimuli
in this experiment were three new musical pieces of harmonious style with three vocal parts. The musical pieces had the
style of homophony in classical music, in which there was a
clear distinction between melody and accompanying harmony
(11). All pieces were composed by one of the authors and were
24 bars in length. Each musical piece consisted of six phrases
and six dissonances that sounded unstable and unpleasant compared with the preceding and succeeding chords. These musical
pieces were played by a professional pianist and recorded on a
minidisk. All subjects performed the following two tasks during
the PET measurements: 1) harmony-listening task—subjects
were required to listen to the harmony as a whole. If subjects
heard dissonance, they were instructed to make a sign with the
index finger of their right hand. (2) Soprano part–listening
task—subjects were required to listen to the tone of the soprano part of the harmony. If the subjects regarded some
length of the tonal sequence as one phrase, they had to make
the same sign described above. Task 1 was first performed for
all musical pieces, followed by task 2 in the same order. All
stimuli were presented binaurally by means of inset stereo
earphones. The instructions for each task were as follows: 1)
Close your eyes. Now, you will listen to the first (second, third)
musical piece of harmonious style with three vocal parts. Please
listen to the harmony as a whole. If you hear a dissonance,
please make a sign with the index finger of your right hand. 2)
Close your eyes. Now, you will listen to the first (second, third)
musical piece of harmonious style with three vocal parts, which
is the same music as task 1. Now, please listen to the tone of the
soprano part, namely, the highest part of the harmony. If you

find the end of subdivision of a melodic line—that is, a
phrase—please make a sign the same as task 1.

PET Measurements
The protocol used in this study has been described in detail
elsewhere (10). PET data were acquired in a three-dimensional
acquisition mode by using Headtome V (Shimazu, Kyoto, Japan). Scans were performed with subjects lying supine in a
darkened room with their eyes closed. Six CBF measurements
were determined for each subject—three during the harmonylistening task and three during the soprano part–listening task.
Employing the 15O-labeled water (H215O) intravenous bolus
technique (12), we collected emission data for 90 seconds in
each measurement following the intravenous bolus injection of
15 mL (40 mCi) of H215O. Each piece of music was started 15
seconds before data acquisition, repeated twice, and continued
for about 120 seconds. Emission data were corrected for attenuation by acquiring 10 minutes of transmission data using a
68
Ge orbiting rod source before the activation scans. A washout
period of approximately 10 minutes was allowed between successive scans. For anatomic reference, all subjects underwent
axial T1-weighted imaging (T1WI) and T2-weighted imaging
(T2WI), by using a 1.5-T MR imaging system (Vision; Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany). T1WI (TR/TE ⫽ 665/14 ms) and T2WI
(TR/TE ⫽ 3600/96 ms) were obtained by using a section thickness of 5 mm with intersection gap of 1 mm.

Data Analysis
PET data analysis was performed on a SGI Indy running
IRIX 6.5 (Silicon Graphics, Mountain View, CA), by using an
automated PET activation analysis package (13) composed of
six main processing stages described elsewhere (10). The six
main stages consist of intrasubject coregistration, intrasubject
normalization, automatic detection of the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line, detection of multiple stretching points and surface landmarks on intrasubject averaged
image sets, intersubject summation and statistical analyses, and
superimposition of the statistical results onto the stereotactic
MR image. Deformation of the individual brains to correspond
to the standard atlas brain was achieved by spatially matching
the individual landmarks to the corresponding predefined standard surface landmarks and minimizing correlation coefficients
of regional profile curves between the stretching centers. Activation foci were considered to be significantly activated if the
corresponding P value was less than a predetermined threshold
(P ⬍ .01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). Anatomic
identification of the activation foci was achieved by referring
the stereotactic coordinates of the peak-activated pixels to the
standard Talairach brain atlas (14). For further details, see the
report by Satoh et al (10).

Results
Subjects performed the experimental tasks reasonably well. In the harmony-listening task, the mean
correct response was almost 80%; in the soprano
part–listening task, it was almost 85%. The regions
activated during the harmony-listening task, but not
during the soprano part–listening task, are listed in
Table 1, together with stereotactic coordinates based
on the brain atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (14).
These results show areas of relative blood flow
changes that emphasize differences between the two
music-listening tasks and minimize the areas that are
common to both. Significant increases in rCBF were
found in the anterior portion of the bilateral temporal
lobes, bilateral cingulate gyri, and the cerebellum (Fig
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TABLE 1: Regions showing significant changes in rCBF during the
harmony-listening task

Anatomical Structure
Anterior portion of
temporal lobe:
L

Brodmann
Area

R
Cerebellum:
L
R

x

y

z

Z score

⫺46
⫺44
35
48

21
⫺15
3
1

⫺25
⫺32
⫺38
⫺28

3.61
2.96
3.04
3.41

⫺3
⫺6
6
3

5
17
30
10

36
34
18
40

3.12
3.09
3.96
3.25

⫺10
10

⫺53
⫺62

⫺40
⫺25

5.16
4.18

38/20

R
Cingulate gyrus:
L

Talairach
Coordinate

24/32

Note.—Coordinates x, y, and z are in millimeters, corresponding to
the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux. The x coordinate refers to mediallateral position relative to midline (negative ⫽ left); y coordinate
anterior-posterior position relative to the anterior commissure (positive ⫽ anterior); z coordinate superior-inferior position relative to the
anterior commissure-posterior commissure line.

1). The soprano part–listening task produced a significantly greater activation compared with the harmony-listening task in the bilateral superior parietal lobules, bilateral occipital lobes, and right precuneus
(Fig 2; Table 2).

Discussion
Anterior Portion of the Bilateral Temporal Lobes
Participates in Music Perception
During the harmony-listening task, the anterior
portion of the bilateral temporal lobes, the bilateral
cingulate gyri, and the cerebellum were significantly
activated. As for the activation of the latter two regions, we speculate that, as shown in our previous
PET activation study (10), the bilateral cingulate gyri
and the cerebellum were activated in relation to mental processes involved in trying to identify the musical
stimuli and the anticipation of a new learned task,
respectively. In a PET study of functional neuroanatomy in nonmusicians, Platel and colleagues (15) reported that the left cingulate gyrus was activated
during a familiar task that required subjects to answer
whether the tonal sequence brought to mind something that they knew. In our experiment, our subjects
might also have tried to judge whether they had ever
listened to that musical piece. Several reports have
suggested that the cerebellum participates in the organization of higher cognitive functions, especially in
the performance of difficult, newly learned tasks (16,
17). We propose that, in the present study, the cerebellum might also have been activated by the anticipation of the unfamiliar musical task that required
our subjects to deal with musical pieces that were
unknown to them.
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The most characteristic finding was the activation
of the anterior portion of the bilateral temporal lobes,
including the bilateral temporal poles, which were the
same regions as those identified in our previous PET
study (10). We suppose that these regions might participate in the discrimination of chords, because, in
the harmony-listening task in this and our previous
PET study, nonmusicians and musicians were required to listen to the harmony as a whole, and to
judge whether the sound was dissonant or minor,
respectively. Additional support for the participation
of the anterior portion of the bilateral temporal lobes
in music perception comes from our recent lesion
study (18). Following bilateral infarctions in the anterior portion of the temporal lobes, our patient manifested the following deficits in the perception of
music: 1) the recognition and discrimination of familiar melodies, 2) the discrimination of unfamiliar melodies, and 3) the discrimination of chords. In the task
of the discrimination and recognition of familiar melodies, 30 familiar nursery songs were chosen and, in
20 of these songs, a part of the melody was altered.
The patient had to give a “familiar-unfamiliar” and
“correct-incorrect” response. For the latter response,
the patient was required to compare the target melody that was emitted by the examiner with the melody
that was stored in his or her long-term memory and to
judge whether the target melody was correct. In the
task of the discrimination of unfamiliar melodies, that
is, the tonal memory test in Seashore measures of
musical talents (19), the patient was presented with
two serial unfamiliar tonal sequences and asked
which tone was altered in the second one. In the task
of the discrimination of chords, a pair of chords was
serially presented, and the patient made a “samedifferent” discrimination. In these two tasks, it was
necessary for the patient to compare the second tonal
sequence or chord with the first one and to judge
whether the first and second tonal sequence or chord
were identical. We speculated that these three tasks
might commonly contain the mental processing of
discrimination of melodies and chords. We may,
therefore, reasonably conclude that the anterior portion of the bilateral temporal lobes participates in
music perception, especially in the discrimination of
melodies and chords.

Regions Activated during the Soprano
Part–Listening Task and the Functional
Difference in Music Perception between
Musicians and Nonmusicians
In the past few decades, several articles have been
devoted to the study of hemispheric lateralization in
listening to music. Some authors had suggested the
dominance of the left hemisphere in musicians dealing with musical stimuli and of the right hemisphere
in nonmusicians (20 –22). During the soprano part–
listening task in the present study, the bilateral superior parietal lobules, bilateral occipital lobes, and
right precuneus were significantly activated, which
was not in agreement with the above-mentioned hy-
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FIG 1. Activation maps for the subtraction of the harmonylistening versus the soprano part–listening tasks. Areas of
significant activation (P ⬍ .01) are superimposed onto the
surface maps of the averaged MR imaging of the brains of
eleven subjects. Anterior portions of temporal lobes, anterior
cingulate gyri, and the cerebellum are bilaterally activated.
Lateral surface of left hemisphere (ll); medial surface of left
hemisphere (lm); lateral surface of right hemisphere (rl); medial
surface of right hemisphere (rm); upper surface (up). The left
side of the bottom-image shows the left side of the brain.

pothesis in the literature (20, 21, 22). Comparing this
finding with that found during the alto part–listening
task for the musicians in our previous PET study, we
can summarize the activated brain regions as follows:
1) regions commonly activated, 2) regions activated
only in musicians, and 3) regions activated only in
nonmusicians.
First, both in nonmusicians and musicians, the bilateral superior parietal lobules and the right precuneus were commonly activated. We thought that
these regions participated in auditory selective attention. The superior parietal lobules belong to the posterior attention network and are thought to be involved in selective attention (23). Le and colleagues

(24) reported that shifting visual attention produced
an activation of the bilateral superior parietal lobules
and the cuneus or precuneus or both. In the present
study, our subjects listened to the soprano part within
harmony in which three vocal parts were sounding
simultaneously. So, for the alto part–listening task of
the previous study, the superior parietal lobules and
right precuneus might be activated by auditory selective attention during the soprano part–listening task.
Second, for the brain regions activated only in musicians, we can identify the left precuneus and the
bilateral frontal areas. We supposed that the activation of the left precuneus in musicians was derived
from imagery processing of a mental score. This hy-
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FIG 2. Activation maps for the subtraction of the soprano part–
listening minus versus the harmony-listening conditions. Areas of
significant activation (P ⬍ .01) are superimposed onto the surface
maps of the mean formatted averaged MR images of the brains of the
eleven subjects. Bilateral superior parietal lobules occipital lobes,
and right precuneus were remarkably activated. Areas in bilateral
premotor and orbital frontal cortices were also activated. The left side
of the bottom image shows the left side of the brain.
TABLE 2: Regions showing significant changes in rCBF during the
soprano part–listening task

Anatomical
Structure
Superior parietal:
L
R
Occipital lobe:
L

Brodmann
Area

x

y

z

Z score

⫺21
24

⫺55
⫺49

45
43

3.79
3.62

⫺28
⫺42
26
30

⫺78
⫺69
⫺69
⫺82

20
4
27
18

4.04
3.98
4.21
4.19

10

73

40

3.73

7

18/19

R
Precuneus:
R

Talairach
Coordinate

7

Note.—For explanation of coordinates, see Table 1.

pothesis is supported by the reported literature and
our previous PET study. Platel and colleagues (15)
reported that, during a pitch task, the left cuneus or
precuneus was activated. They thought that this region might participate in a mental imagery strategy
employed to perform the pitch task, namely, in writing the tones on a mental score. In our previous
experiment, musicians listened to the alto part of the
harmony and were required to make a sign when they
listened to a dominant or tonic tone. The subjects had
to write the notes of the alto part on a mental score to
analyze the pitch of each tone. By contrast, in the
present study, nonmusicians were required only to
respond to the end of phrases, so they did not need to
perform the pitch analysis. Therefore, we suppose
that, only in the musicians, the imagery processing for
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writing notes on a mental score resulted in the activation of the left precuneus. With regard to the activation of the frontal regions in musicians, we conclude that the association of the sound of musical
tones and the notes on a mental score participated in
the activation of these regions. Some authors have
suggested that the prefrontal regions had a relationship with the formation of the association between
tones and visual events (25) and of the verbal-tonal
association (26). In the alto part–listening task of the
previous study, musicians had to name each tone of
the alto part. Although the subjects did not read the
scores visually, they needed to form and read mental
images of the scores. They integrated the information
of the sound of the musical tone with that of the note
on a mental score. Therefore, we speculate that the
tonal-verbal association might function only in musicians and that the demands of integration between
auditory and visual or verbal information resulted in
the activation of the frontal regions in the previous
study.
Finally, the lateral surface of the bilateral occipital
lobes (Broadmann area 19) was activated only in
nonmusicians. Zatorre et al (27) reported that, when
subjects listened to novel tonal sequences, the right
posterior cortex (area 19) was activated. Although its
exact function remains unclear, the posterior cortex
might be involved in the perception of unfamiliar
melodies.

Conclusion
During the harmony-listening task, activated brain
regions were almost the same in musicians and nonmusicians. The most characteristic finding was the
activation of the anterior portion of the bilateral temporal lobes, which we suggest are vital in the discrimination of melodies and chords. By contrast, the activated brain regions were different in musicians and
nonmusicians during their listening to a certain vocal
part of music; namely, the alto and soprano parts. The
frontal regions were activated only in musicians, because they used the verbal-tonal association for pitch
analysis. The results of our present and previous PET
studies lead to the conclusion that the differences in
activated brain regions between musicians and nonmusicians are caused by differences in the involvement of the neural networks in performing the musical task. Further studies are needed to clarify whether
there are specific brain regions that function only in
musicians.
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